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Abstract
In this article, an algorithm for explicit computation of moduli spaces for semiquasihomoge-
neous space curve singularities is presented. The main tool for this are standard basis computa-
tions. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An important aim in singularity theory is to acquire knowledge about singularities
by classifying them. Explicit classi9cation via normal forms, however, is only possi-
ble for rather “generic” classes (cf. [1,7,6], etc.). Another approach, which has been
used for isolated hypersurface and space curve singularities, is to construct a moduli
space for singularities with certain invariants 9xed (cf. [12,8,5,10]). To this end, an
appropriate family X → T with 9nite-dimensional base T has to be found which con-
tains all objects to be classi9ed. In the case of space curve singularities, the objects
are singularities of which the quasihomogeneous initial part is 9xed and de9nes an
isolated singularity; the family is obtained by restricting the semiuniversal family to
perturbations of positive weight. In contrast to the case of hypersurface singularities,
this family is not a versal -constant family for the given quasihomogeneous singu-
larity, since there are -constant deformations which actually change the initial part,
but at least it is -constant [5]. Such a family, in general, still contains analytically
trivial subfamilies. These may be interpreted as the orbits of a solvable algebraic group
exp(L) acting on T , whose main part is unipotent; L may be obtained from the kernel
of the Kodaira–Spencer map of the family. For hypersurface singularities, it is not
di>cult to construct this kernel and there is a very fast algorithm for it [13] which is
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based on the fact that the Milnor and the Tjurina algebra are closely related. But for
space curve singularities, there is no suitable object which is equivalent to the Milnor
algebra; the Tjurina algebra, of course, corresponds to the T 1. Therefore, we have to
put some more work into determining L, but it can still be done algorithmically by a
Groebner basis computation of the T 1 of the family with respect to a (rather special)
monomial ordering.
Knowing L, we are now prepared to construct the desired moduli space with respect
to contact equivalence. To this end, the Tjurina number has to be 9xed in addition to
the Milnor number, since this is nothing else than 9xing the dimension of the orbits
of the contact group acting on T . But even in the case of hypersurface singularities
this is still not su>cient for the existence of a geometric quotient, the whole Hilbert
function of the Tjurina algebra has to be 9xed as well [8]. For space curves, however,
this Hilbert function may be allowed to vary slightly in certain degrees, but another
set of invariants , containing information about L, has to be 9xed [5]. The strata of
T , on which these invariants are 9xed, are locally closed sets which can be expressed
in terms of minors of a certain matrix describing L. On these strata, the existence of
geometric quotients then follows by general results on geometric quotients by unipotent
group actions [9].
The objects we are dealing with in this article are space curve singularities in general,
not only complete intersections, and the family is constructed using deformation theory.
Therefore, it seems necessary to check Gatness of a given perturbation explicitly. But
luckily space curve singularities are Cohen–Macaulay of codimension 2 and hence the
ideals describing space curve singularities and their presentation matrices are closely
related by the Hilbert–Burch theorem. More precisely, the minimal-free resolution of the
corresponding ideal has length 2 and the maximal minors of the n×(n+1) presentation
matrix generate the ideal describing the singularity; conversely, any resolution of this
structure, in which the codimension of the ideal is at least 2, de9nes Cohen–Macaulay
codimension 2 singularity. Moreover, any perturbation of the presentation matrix leads
to a (Gat) deformation and any deformation may be obtained by a perturbation of the
matrix. We will hence avoid explicit checking of the Gatness property by formulating
everything in terms of the presentation matrices.
The algorithms described in this article have been implemented as libraries for the
computer algebra system SINGULAR [11]; they will be included in release 2.0 of
SINGULAR as parts of the libraries spcurve.lib and stratify.lib. I would like to thank
Gerhard P9ster and Hans Sch'onemann for many fruitful discussions and the Singular
team for introducing support for weighted modules.
2. Moduli spaces of space curve singularities
The construction of moduli spaces for space curve singularities is developed in [5]. In
this section, we will recall the basic facts and the steps of the (theoretical) construction
without going into the proofs which can be found in the other article.
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When studying space curve singularities, we will use the description by the n×(n+1)
presentation matrix. Hence, we have to reformulate contact equivalence in terms of the
presentation matrix. To this end, we may restrict our attention to comparing matrices
of the same size, since we may pass from a matrix of smaller size to a bigger one by
adding a trivial complex to the minimal-free resolution. Denoting the set of n× (n+1)
matrices with entries in P :=C[[x1; x2; x3]] whose maximal minors de9ne an ideal of
codimension at least 2 by M(n), the action of the contact group may be stated as
follows:
(Dn (Gln(P)× Gln+1(P)))×M(n)→M(n);
((
; R; L); M) → L−1(
∗M)R;
where D denotes the group of germs of coordinate changes in (C3; 0) and the matrices
L and R correspond to row and column operations which do not change the ideal
generated by the maximal minors.
The family of space curve singularities, which we want to construct, will consist
of semiquasihomogeneous singularities for which the quasihomogeneous initial part is
9xed. To formulate and construct this properly, we have to introduce the notion of
quasihomogeneity for the presentation matrices and restate T 1 in matrix notation.
Let the weighted degree of a monomial g = x11 x
2
2 x
3
3 with respect to weights a =
(a1; a2; a3); 0¡ai ∈ N for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, be denoted by va(g) =
∑3
i=1 aii. Then the
weighted order of a polynomial f is given by va(f) = inf{va(g) | g monomial of f}
and f will be called quasihomogeneous of degree d with respect to the weights a, if
va(g) = d for any monomial g of f.
Denition 1 (Fruhbis-Kruger [4]). Let M be a (n + 1) × n matrix with entries in
C[[x1; x2; x3]]. M is called quasihomogeneous of type (D; a) ∈ Mat(n+1)×n(N)×N3, if
(1) all entries Mij are quasihomogeneous of degree Dij with respect to a;
(2) there are relative row and column weights, i.e.
Dij − Dik = Dlj − Dlk for all 1 ≤ i; l ≤ n+ 1; 1 ≤ j; k ≤ n:
Let N be another (n+ 1)× n matrix with entries in P. The relative matrix weight of
N with respect to (D; a) is given by
v(D;a)(N ) := inf
j; i
{va(Nij)− Dij}:
M is called semiquasihomogeneous of type (D; a) if
M =M0 +M1
where M0 is quasihomogeneous of type (D; a), v(D;a)(M1)¿ 0 and moreover, the max-
imal minors of M0 de9ne an isolated singularity at the origin.
An example of a quasihomogeneous matrix is the presentation matrix of the singu-
larity we will be dealing with in Section 4; the perturbed matrix which is constructed
there is semiquasihomogeneous.
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Lemma 2 (Fr'uhbis-Kr'uger [5]). Let I ⊂P be an ideal; Cohen–Macaulay of codimen-
sion 2; generated by quasihomogeneous polynomials w.r.t. some weight a. Then there
is a presentation matrix M of I; which is quasihomogeneous of type (D; a) for some
D ∈ Mat(n+1)×n(N). Let J ⊂P be an ideal; Cohen–Macaulay of codimension 2; gen-
erated by power series such that the ideal generated by the quasihomogeneous initial
parts (w.r.t. some weight a) of these power series de9nes an isolated space curve sin-
gularity. Then there is a presentation matrix M of J; which is semiquasihomogeneous
of type (D; a) for some D ∈ Mat(n+1)×n(N).
Let M be a n × (n + 1) matrix de9ning an isolated space curve singularity in 0.
Then we know that T 1 is 9nite-dimensional as a C vector space. In [4] it is shown
that there is an isomorphism
T 1 ∼= Mat(n+1)×n(P)=(J (M) + Im(g));
where J (M) is the submodule generated by the matrices of the form

@M11
@xj
: : : @M1n@xj
...
...
@M(n+1)1
@xj
: : : @M(n+1)n@xj

 ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m
and g is the mapping
Mat(n+1)×(n+1)(P)⊕Matn×n(P) g→Mat(n+1)×n(P);
(A; B) → AM +MB:
In the following J (M) + Im(g) will be denoted by KM . Any perturbation of the pre-
sentation matrix de9nes a deformation. Hence, there are no obstructions for lifting
9rst-order deformations to higher order and thus the base space of the semiuniversal
deformation is smooth.
Before we proceed to the construction of the family we are interested in, we have to
have a closer look at the base spaces which we are dealing with. For the construction
of moduli spaces, we cannot restrict ourselves to germs of complex spaces as base
spaces of deformations, but we have to consider complex spaces. This leads to the
notion of a family of deformations. A family of deformations of isolated space curve
singularities of positive weight with 9xed initial part over a base space S ∈complex
spaces is a morphism 
 :X→ S of complex spaces and a section % : S → X such that
• 
s : (X; %(s)) → (S; s) is Gat and de9nes a deformation of positive weight for all
s ∈ S.
• (Xs; %(s))=(
−1(s); %(s)) is an isolated space curve singularity which is isomorphic
to a semiquasihomogeneous singularity with the given initial part.
A morphism of families of deformations (
; %) and (
′; %′) over S is a morphism
' :X→ X′ such that 
= 
′ ◦' and %′ =' ◦ %.
Now we are prepared to construct a versal family of deformations of semiquasi-
homogeneous space curve singularities with 9xed initial part M . To this end, we have
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to determine a monomial C basis of Mat(n+1)×n(P)=KM (∼= Pn(n+1)=KM ). This can
be done by computing a Groebner basis of KM with respect to a monomial ordering
and choosing as C basis V = {w1; : : : ; ws} exactly those monomials which are not
contained in the module generated by the initial terms of the standard basis. Assuming
that the elements of V are ordered by increasing relative matrix weight, the subset of
V consisting of elements of positive relative matrix weight is V+ := {ws−r+1; : : : ; ws}
and the desired versal family with 9xed initial part is given by
Mt :=M +
r∑
i=1
tiws−r+i ∈ C[t][[x1; x2; x3]];
where t is the short notation for t1; : : : ; tr . When writing a lower index t, we consider
the object over the base ring C[t][[x]] and view t as parameters. To each ti we assign
the weight bi = −v(D;a)(ws−r+i)¡ 0, so that Mt is again quasihomogeneous. (This
construction is done explicitly in the example in Section 4.)
From [12] it is known that the kernel L of the Kodaira–Spencer map
, :DerC C[t]→ T 1Mt ;
@
@ti
→ @Mt
@ti
is a Lie algebra which is 9nitely generated as a C[t] module and that along the integral
manifolds of L the family given by Mt is analytically trivial. The weight va;b(.) of a
monomial element . = t/@=@ti ∈ DerC C[t] is de9ned as the relative matrix weight of
.(Mt) in (C[t][[x]])n(n+1), that is
va;b(.) := va
(
@Mt
@ti
)
+
r∑
i=1
bi/i:
Lemma 3 (Fr'uhbis-Kr'uger [5]). There is a set {.1; : : : ; .p} which generates L as a
C[t] module and for which va;b(.i) is either zero or at least min{a1; a2; a3}. Moreover;
those .i; which are of weight zero; are of the structure
∑
j −bjtj(@=@t)j; in other words;
there is either just the Euler relation or fragments of it. (Hence any element of too
small non-zero weight may be dropped in a generating set of L; without changing
the C[t] module generated by it.)
Let L be the Lie-algebra generated by the .i (as a Lie-algebra). Then L is 9nite-
dimensional and solvable, and the integral manifolds of L and L coincide, because
all C[t] generators of L are in L. In the following, we will use the description of
this Lie-algebra L by the matrix .i(tj); the invariants which have to be 9xed for the
construction of the moduli spaces will be expressed in terms of this matrix as well.
Denoting by Hi((C[[x]])n(n+1)) the C[[x]] module generated by all quasi-
homogeneous (n + 1) × n matrices of relative matrix weight ≥ i min{a1; a2; a3}, the
Hilbert function of T 1 at p ∈ SpecC[t] is given by
m → 2m(p) := dimC(C[[x]])n(n+1)=(KMt(p); Hm):
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Comparing this with the value of the Hilbert function of T 1 of the original quasiho-
mogeneous space curve singularity, we obtain
rm(p) := 2m(0)− 2m(p) = rk(.i(tj))vb(tj)¿−mmin{a1 ; a2 ; a3}:
The other set of invariants, which we have to 9x, contains information about the
weights of the .i. De9ning Dm as the module generated by all .i(Mt) for which
va;b(.i) ≥ m min{a1; a2; a3}, these invariants are given by
m → 3m(p) := dimC(T 1M0 =Dm(p))
for a point p ∈ SpecC[t]. As in the case of the Hilbert function of T 1, we compare
this with the values for the unperturbed space curve singularity and get
sm(p) := 3m(0)− 3m(p) = rk(.i(tj))va; b(.i)≥mmin{a1 ; a2 ; a3}:
Obviously, the r and s vectors satisfy the inequalities ri ≤ ri+1 and si ≥ si+1.
From now on, we will only consider space curve singularities which are neither a
plane curve nor a union of a plane curve and a line which does not lie in the same
plane. In these two special cases the construction of moduli spaces can be done 9xing
only the Hilbert function of T 1 (cf. [5]) and is nearly identical to the construction
developed in [8] for the case of hypersurface singularities. Excluding these two cases,
we may now stratify SpecC[t] into locally closed sets on which s is 9xed and all entries
of r, for which the value is at least 2, are 9xed as well; we will denote such a stratum
by U(r′ ;s). Since 9xing r and s in the family is the same as 9xing  and , we may
analogously say that ′ and  are 9xed if r′ and s are. Denoting the singularity given
by the quasihomogeneous initial part M by X0 we may now introduce the deformation
functor for which we will construct a moduli space: It is the subfunctor
Def−X0 ;′ ; : complex spaces → sets
of the deformation functor Def−X0 : complex spaces → sets and associates to a base
space S ∈ complex spaces the set of isomorphism classes of ′ and  constant families
of deformations of negative weight with initial part (X0; 0) over S.
Theorem 4 (Fr'uhbis-Kr'uger [5]). Let M de9ne an isolated space curve singularity;
which is neither a plane curve nor a union of a plane curve and a line; denote the
Lie algebra generated by all .i of non-zero weight by L+ and the group which is
induced by the 9nite group of quasihomogeneous automorphisms of C[[x]] leaving M
unchanged by EM . De9ne 6= {(r′; s) |U(r′ ;s) = ∅} and G := expL+o (EM · C∗).
(1) The orbits of G are unions of 9nitely many integral manifolds of L.
(2) Let SpecC[t] =
⋃
(r′ ; s)∈6 U(r′ ;s) be the strati9cation 9xing 
′ and  described in
the previous section. U(r′ ;s) is invariant under the action of G and the geometric
quotient U(r′ ;s) → U(r;s)=G exists and is locally closed in a weighted projective
space.
(3) (U(r′ ;s)=G;') is a coarse moduli space for the functor Def−X0 ;′ ;; where
' :Def−X0 ;′ ; → Hom( ; U(r′ ;s)=G) is the obvious natural transformation.
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3. An algorithm to obtain the strata U(r′ ;s)
Knowing the existence result which was cited at the end of the previous section,
the aim is now to give an algorithm which takes as its input a presentation matrix
de9ning a quasihomogeneous space curve singularity and returns the versal family
with 9xed initial part, the matrix .i(tj) and these strata U(r′ ;s) on which a geometric
quotient U(r′ ;s)=G exists. The key ingredients are an appropriate choice of the monomial
ordering in the Groebner basis computation leading to the family and an a priori bound
for the subsequent computation of generators of L.
Let us 9rst recall that it was shown by Robbiano in [14] that any semigroup ordering
can be de9ned by a matrix A ∈ GLm(R) and, conversely, any non-singular matrix A ∈
GLm(R) de9nes a semigroup ordering in the following way:
Let A1; : : : ; Am be the rows of A, then x8 ¡ x/ if and only if there is an i such that
Aj8= Aj/ for j¡ i and Ai8¡Ai/.
More generally, orderings on submodules of a 9xed-free module over a given ring
R can also be de9ned in this way. To this end, 9x a basis of the free module and
introduce a new variable ei for each element of the basis. Now consider the free module
as a ring R[e1; : : : ; el]=(e1; : : : ; el)2 and each submodule of it as an ideal in this new
ring by replacing the basis elements by the corresponding ei.
On C[[x1; x2; x3]]n(n+1), we 9x a monomial ordering by using a weighted ordering
corresponding to the weights a of the variables and assigning the weights Dij to the
eij, that is we use the following matrix ordering:
A=


D11 : : : D(n+1)n −a1 : : : −am−1 −am
0
E(n+1)n+m−1
...
0

 ;
where ai ¿ 0, Dij ¿ 0 for all i; j and where Ek denotes the identity matrix of size k.
Hence by the 9rst line of the matrix, the weight of a monomial x8 · eij is given by
v(x8 · eij) = Dij −
∑m
k=0 ak8k , in other words it is the negative of the relative matrix
weight. For a monomial appearing in M , this weight is obviously zero.
The construction of the monomial C basis V of T 1M , of the set V+ and of the family
Mt is then done with respect to this chosen ordering.
Lemma 5. V generates C[t][x1; : : : ; xm]n(n+1)=KMt ; i.e. T 1Mt ; as a C[t] module.
Proof. For our module KMt over the base ring C[t][[x1; : : : ; xm]], we 9x the following
monomial ordering:
B=
(
A 0
0 Er
)
:
Note that in this monomial ordering the 9rst comparison is done ignoring the weights
of the ti.
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We now compute a standard basis of KMt . By our special choice of the ordering,
a monomial ws−r+j is strictly less than one (and thus any) monomial from M with
respect to our ordering. This property is, of course, inherited by the generators of
KMt , since diPerentiating with respect to some xi raises the weight of all monomials
which do not become zero by ai and writing the ith row resp. column of Mt in the
jth row (resp. column) changes the weight of the monomials by the diPerence of the
corresponding row (resp. column) weights. Hence, the leading monomials of each of
the generators of our module are from M (unless that generator corresponds to zero
in KM ). In other words, a generator with a leading monomial divisible by some ti will
not contain any monomial originating from M .
Now consider an S-polynomial of two elements ft and gt of the set Gt which is
going to become our standard basis. If the leading monomials of ft and gt are not
divisible by any ti, then (by induction hypothesis) these leading monomials have arisen
from operations only involving elements of Gt with leading terms originating from M .
In this situation all S-polynomial computations and reductions leading to these ft
and gt (only those, not all that have been done up to now) have only involved steps,
which are identical to the computation of the standard basis of KM and which lead
to f = ft(x; 0) and g = gt(x; 0). Here, we have the following three cases for the
S-polynomial of ft and gt:
• s :=NormalForm(spoly(f; g);G) = 0 : Then the leading monomial of st :=Normal
Form(spoly(ft ; gt);Gt) is just the leading monomial of s and again all steps oc-
curring in the reduction are identical to those for KM . st is added to Gt .
• s = 0 and st = 0: In this situation each term in st is divisible by some ti (not
necessarily the same for all terms, of course), since otherwise s would not be 0. st
is added to Gt .
• s= 0 and st = 0: Here we do not get any new elements of Gt .
If at least one of the leading monomials of ft and gt — w.l.o.g. the leading monomial
of ft — is divisible by some ti, then all monomials occurring in ft are divisible by
some tj as we saw above. When forming the S-polynomial of ft and gt , all monomials
of gt are multiplied by a monomial divisible by ti, if the leading term of gt was
not already divisible by ti. Therefore, st will again consist of terms each of which is
divisible by some tj.
In the end we see that we constructed a standard basis of KMt such that the leading
monomials of it contain all leading monomials of the previously constructed standard
basis of KM . Hence the set V generates T 1Mt as a C[t] module.
In the above proof we have actually shown a more general statement:
Lemma 6. Let I = 〈f1; : : : ; fs〉⊂C[t][[x]] be a module such that fi(x; 0) is quasiho-
mogeneous with respect to some weights a and D and fi(x; 1)−fi(x; 0) is of strictly
positive relative weight. If {G1; : : : ; Gr} is a standard basis of I with respect to the
ordering de9ned by the matrix B; then {G1(x; 0); : : : ; Gr(x; 0)} is a standard basis of
I(x; 0) with respect to the ordering de9ned by the matrix A.
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Remark 7. The 9rst standard basis computation provides the monomials in the set V .
These also generate KMt as a C[t] module. Therefore the weight v(ws) (that is the
negative of the relative matrix weight) yields an a priori bound for relevant terms
in the second standard basis computation. Any monomial m with v(m)¡v(ws) with
respect to the monomial ordering is already in KMt .
Knowing this a priori bound is very useful in practical computations, since the
number of elements of V+ can be quite large in interesting examples and since in the
second standard basis computation we cannot make use of the fact that the polynomials
appearing are quasihomogeneous.
Given the previously computed standard basis of KMt , we can now easily determine
a generating system of L as a C[t] module, because the Kodaira–Spencer map factors
in the following way:
where the inclusion i is given by identi9cation of @=@ti and @Mt=@ti ∈ (C[t][[x]])n(n+1).
The kernel L is hence given by i(L) = Im(i) ∩ KMt . By the construction of KMt a
monomial ws−r+i can only appear with a non-constant factor from C[t] in a term of
an element of KMt . Hence, the elements of the kernel of the Kodaira–Spencer map
correspond to elements of KMt which only have terms in (t)C[t][[x]]. But we have
chosen our monomial ordering in such a way, that these elements of KMt are just the
ones in the C[t][[x]] module generated by those standard basis elements with leading
term divisible by some ti. Moreover, since T 1Mt is a 9nitely generated C[t] module and
since the ordering with respect to the ti is a well ordering, a reduced standard basis of
KMt exists and we will assume from now on that the one we are dealing with is reduced.
Denote those elements of the standard basis of KMt , of which the leading mono-
mial is divisible by some ti, by m1; : : : ; mq. Each of these mj can be written as∑nj
l=0 cjl(t)mjl(x), where mjl ∈ (C[[x]])n(n+1) and cjl ∈ (t)C[t] are monomials (that no
cjl contains a non-zero constant term follows again from the construction). Assuming
that the mj are completely reduced with respect to the elements of KMt whose leading
term is not divisible by any ti, we know that the mjl are in V and thus for degree
reasons in V+. In order to construct the C[t] generators of the module we are interested
in, we have to multiply each of the mj by monomials x8. We obtain elements of the
kernel of p of a higher degree in x, thus not all x8mjl appearing in the terms of x
8mj
have to be in the set V+; for degree reasons they cannot be in V , if they are not in
V+. We cross out all monomials which are strictly less than ws with respect to our
monomial ordering and afterwards we reduce in the following way:
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If mjl is the greatest of the mjk not in V+, then it can be reduced by some element
of the standard basis of KMt of which the leading term is not divisible by any tj. So we
can use this standard basis element for reduction and can again cut oP all monomials
strictly less than ws after the reduction. Iterating this process we obtain an element
of KMt of which all mjl are again in V+. We even reach this in 9nitely many steps
because no terms strictly less than ws have any ePect and with each multiplication by a
monomial x8 the degree of any term is rising (being of higher degree in x is equivalent
to being less with respect to the chosen monomial ordering). Moreover, for each mj
we only have to consider monomials x8 such that
∑3
i=1 ai8i ≤ va;b(mj)− va;a(ws).
From the above construction we have obtained C[t] module generators of i(L). So
the last step is to determine the generators of L, but this is quite easy, since each
ws−r+j corresponds to @=@tj.
Now the complete algorithm for the computation of the kernel of the Kodaira–
Spencer map is:
Input: Quasihomogeneous presentation matrix M of an isolated space curve singularity.
Output: Kernel of the Kodaira–Spencer map of a family of 9xed quasihomogeneous
initial part having this singularity as special 9ber, given as a generating system
of i(L).
Algorithm:
• Compute a standard basis of KM with respect to the monomial ordering given by
the matrix A (de9ned at the beginning of this section).
• Determine the set V+ = {ws−r+1; : : : ; ws} of C basis elements of T 1M which have
strictly positive relative matrix weight.
• Mt :=M +
∑r
i=1 tiws−r+i.
• Compute a reduced standard basis of KMt with respect to the ordering given by the
matrix B.
• Determine the elements m1; : : : ; mq in this standard basis which have a leading term
divisible by some ti and reduce them by the elements of the standard basis of
which the leading term is not divisible by any ti (cutting oP every term which is
strictly less than ws). Forget all those mi which have a non-zero weight less than
min{a1; a2; a3}, if there are any (cf. [3]).
• For each mj form the products x8mj and reduce them in the same way as in the
last step. Denote the set constructed in this way by K = {n1; : : : ; nu}.
• Return K .
The construction of the strata, on which ′ and  are constant, is not very di>cult
now. To this end, we have to consider the matrix H := (i−1(nj)(tk))jk as a matrix with
entries in C[t]. This matrix is obtained by writing the coe>cient of ws−r+k of the
generator nj into the entry jk of the matrix.
We then determine the appropriate submatrices Rm (resp. Sm) of H whose ranks
yield the entries of the r (resp. s, vectors). For each of these submatrices, the ideal rmk
(resp. smk) generated by the k-minors of Rm (resp. Sm) has to be computed for each
possible k. The strata can now be determined recursively (one recursion on the rmk ,
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the other one on the smk) and by subsequent forming of unions over strata on which
the values of ′ and  coincide.
We will only consider the recursion on the rmk in detail, since it is rather straight
forward and the steps in the other one are identical to those in the 9rst one after
appropriate renumbering of the Sm (and hence of the smk).
Input to the ith recursion step:
• list of ideals rmk for m ≥ i;
• ideal I determined in the previous steps, describing the closed set in which the
desired stratum has to lie;
• polynomial d determined in the previous steps, describing the open set in which the
desired stratum has to lie.
Output after the ith recursion step:
List of the strata, each given by the following data:
• a vector r′ = (ri − ri−1; ri+1 − ri−1; : : :);
• ideal I˜ and polynomial d˜ such that the stratum is V (I˜) ∩ D(d˜).
Recursion:
• Compute a standard basis of I .
• Reduce all rik by this standard basis (since we need not bother about polynomials
which are zero anyway) and compute a standard basis of the new rik .
• De9ne j0 to be the least j for which the minimal standard basis of the ideal
rij+(ud−1)⊆C[t; u] is not 1 (by this radical membership test we obtain V (rij)∩
D(d) = ∅ for j¡ j0).
• Call the recursion for each j ≥ j0 and each polynomial p in a minimal generating
system of rij with the following data:
• list of ideals r˜ mk where m ≥ i + 1, k ≥ 1 and r˜ mk := rm;k+j,
• ideal I + ri; j+1,
• square-free part of the polynomial d ·p.
• For each of the entries of each of the lists of strata returned in the last step, insert
j at the beginning of the vector r′ and add j to all other entries of r′.
• Return this big list.
Having obtained the lists for Rm and Sm, we now have to 9nd out what r vectors
may occur for a 9xed s vector. This can be done by checking whether (V (Ir) ∩
D(dr)) ∩ (V (Is) ∩ D(ds)) is not empty. The desired stratum can then be obtained as
this intersection of the two locally closed sets, that is by de9ning Ir;s := Ir + Is and
dr;s := square-free part of dr · ds. Forming unions of those strata for which the values
of ′ and  coincide, we are done.
4. Examples
Let us now use this algorithm for examining singularities with 9xed initial part
corresponding to (Y; 0), where Y consists of an A11 singularity in the xy-plane meeting
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a quasihomogeneous W18 lying in the yz-plane at the origin. This singularity is given
by the presentation matrix(
z y8 x
0 x y4 − z7
)
;
where the weights are a = (42; 7; 4) and
D =
(
4 56 42
−10 42 28
)
:
By the algorithm, we then obtain the semiuniversal family(
z y8 x
t4 + t3y + t2y2 + t1y3 x y4 − z7 + t5y2z6 + t6yz6 + t7y2z5 + t8y2z4
)
with the corresponding weight vector b = (−31;−24;−17;−10;−10;−6;−3;−2) and
the kernel of the Kodaira–Spencer map in the notation as the matrix .i(tj)


t4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17t3 10t4 0 0 0 0 0 0
t3t8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t3t6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24t2 17t3 10t4 3t6 0 0 0 0
24t2t8 17t3t8 10t4t8 0 0 0 0 0
t3t5 − 21t2t6 −15t3t6 −9t4t6 6t7 0 2t8 0 0
31t1 24t2 17t3 10t5 10t4 6t7 3t6 2t8


;
where the weights of the lines are 21; 14; 12; 11; 8; 7; 5; 4; 0 (read from top to bottom).
Furthermore, we obtain the following strati9cation. In the indices only those ri and
si are written which actually yield new information, that is (r1; r2; r3; r5; r7; r8) and
(s5; s4; s3; s1).
• U((0;0;∗;∗;∗;∗);0) = V (t2; t3; t4; t6; t7; t8),
• U((0;0;∗;∗;∗;2); (0;0;0;1)) = V (t3; t4; t6; t7; t8) ∩ D(t2),
• U((0;0;∗;1;2;3); (0;1;1;2)) = V (t4; t6; t7; t8) ∩ D(t3),
• U((0;0;1;2;3;4); (1;2;2;3)) = V (t6; t7; t8) ∩ D(t4),
• U((∗;1;2;2;2;2); (0;0;0;1)) = V (t3; t4; t8; t2(16t7 + 7t26)) ∩ D(t6; t7),
• U((∗;1;2;2;2;3); (0;0;0;2)) = V (t3; t4; t8) ∩ D(t2(16t7 + 7t26)),
• U((∗;1;2;2;3;4); (0;1;1;3)) = V (t4; t8) ∩ D(t3(15t26 + 34t7)),
• U((∗;1;2;3;4;5); (1;2;2;4)) = V (t8) ∩ D(t4(9t26 + 20t7)),
• U((1;1;2;2;2;3); (0;1;1;2)) = V (t4; t8; 15t26 + 34t7) ∩ D(t3t6),
• U((1;1;2;2;3;4); (1;2;2;3)) = V (t8; 9t26 + 20t7) ∩ D(t4t6),
• U((1;2;3;3;3;3); (0;0;1;2)) = V (t2; t3; t4) ∩ D(t8),
• U((1;2;3;3;3;4); (0;0;1;3)) = V (t3; t4) ∩ D(t2t8),
• U((1;2;3;3;4;5); (0;1;2;4)) = V (t4) ∩ D(t3t8),
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Table 1
No. Presentation matrix Time (s) Number of ti
1 (z x5 − y11) 2 9
2 (z x7 − y11) 31 15
3 (z x8 − y11) 890 20
4
(
z y6 x
0 x y4 − z5
)
4 7
5
(
z y8 x
0 x y5 − z7
)
163 12
6
(
z + x3 y3 x10
0 z y
)
4 10
7
(
y x4 z2
x z y3
)
5 10
8 (x2 + y5 + z7 xz) 3 9
9 (x2 + y5 + z11 xz) 445 15
• U((1;2;3;4;5;6); (1;2;3;5)) = D(t4t8).
∗ as an entry in the r vector occurs whenever there is more than one r vector belonging
to an r′ vector. These then diPer exactly by the entries denoted by ∗, these entries
may take values of zero or one (of course, increasing from left to right).
Given the matrix (.i(tj)) and these strata, we may now construct the geometric
quotients we are interested in as soon as we know EM . (This 9nite group may, for
example, be determined by using the SINGULAR library qhmoduli.lib [2].) In this
example EM ∩C∗=EM and hence we need not worry about it, so we can, for example,
directly read from the given data:
U((∗;1;2;2;2;2); (0;0;0;1))=G ∼= A2 × P1(2:1):
The calculation of .i(tj) took about 4 s on a HP 9000 735=99 (HP-UX 9.05) and
for calculating the strata another 115 s were necessary. Table 1 shows timings for
determining .i(tj) in some other examples.
For calculating the strati9cation in these examples the timings depend very much on
the structure of the matrix describing the kernel of the Kodaira–Spencer map. Finding
the strati9cation in the 9rst example takes more than 2 h, while the same task can be
performed in Example 6 in 192 s.
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